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Abstract In the prevailing environment there were very vital 
trouble in facts security is consumer authentication. Current 
authentication machine suffer from many weakness. However, 
there are many authentication techniques like textual 
password which were typically used; however person does no 
longer comply with their requirement. User tend to chooses 
meaningful phrases from dictionary, which makes textual 
password easy to break and prone to dictionaries or brute 
force assaults. Many of the available graphical passwords have 
password space this is much less than or identical to the 
textual passwords spaces. Also there were smarts cards and 
tokens which can be stolen, which had been used in the 
verification of users. There are varities of passwords systems 
to be had, a lot of them had been failed via safety attacks even 
as few have sustained it however to a limit. This paper 
proposes a secure technique of person authentication that is 
Three Step Password Verification by the use of Random Key 
Order. Almost all of the passwords which are available that 
can be breakable to the a few extent, for this reason this device 
is aimed to gain the very best safety in authenticating users. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Passwords were provide security mechanisms for 
authentication and protections services against unwanted 
access to resources. However, it is challenging for users to 
remember long complicated passwords [8]. A password 
authentication system should encourage strong and less 
predictable passwords while maintaining memorability and 
security [1].  Alphanumeric text passwords are used for user 
authentication [8]. Three Step Password Verification by 
using Random Key Order is an authentication desktop 
application. This application provide three preferences to 
validating the user. A different authentication method is 
presented [1].  It will validates the users according to their 
selected preferences.  Data Security and User Authentication 
is a basic factor for information security. The security of 
password increases with leading levels of password 
verification. Although system has graphical colour coded box 
password which involves four graphical colored boxes with 
defined colors and the hidden codes in each box which 
combinly forms a password. To make it more secure it adds 
virtual numpad. The virtual numeric keypad contains 
random key order which actually dynamically generates a 
secure virtual numpad for password field. This virtual 
numpad supports random key positions to prevent against 
the key loggers. It also provides limitation period for the 

user. The passwords should be changed by the user within 
interval of 15 days to sustain privacy. This approach 
maintains the highest secure system platform for the user. 
Virtual Numpad password dynamically generates a secure 
virtual numeric keypad for creating password with random 
key order. Random Key Order for generating the random 
numeric key can be implemented by using Random Number 
Generation. Random Number Generation is used to create 
the random key orders of numbers in the virtual numpad to 
prevent it against the key loggers. Random Class is used for 
generating the random numbers. The Random Class in 
VB.NET represents a pseudo-random generation of numbers. 
The limitation can be provide for the generation of the 
random numbers by giving some specified range. Random 
class of VB.NET will creates the random orders of the 
numeric keys between the specified ranges of the numbers. 
With the support of random key position by using Random 
Number Generation the password will be secured from the 
various attacks. The system uses MD5 message-digest 
algorithm or the storage of   passwords from all the three 
steps of password verification. Which has hash function 
producing 128-bit hash value. Although MD5 was initially 
designed to be used as cryptographic hash function. It has 
Digest size of 128 bit and block size of 512 bit and 64 rounds. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Every organization, social network, or another platform try 
to provide better protection to their users that is correct and 
more stable for users. The authentication techniques are 
developed remarkably in the last decades [2].  Verification is 
much more essential aspect inside the authentication of 
person for security purpose. Authentication is required in 
the fairly stable way to shield the statistics from 
unauthorized entity. Variety of passwords are to be had in 
the protection zone to provide the very best protection for 
the consumer. These password systems of verification 
includes stages or steps for authenticating person in order to 
maintain the protection. 

Two-factor authentication isn't our savior [11].  It couldn't 
protect in opposition to attacks. It's not going to prevent 
identity theft [11]. This aspect authentication clear up the 
issues approximately safety we are having ten years ago, and 
now not the safety troubles we has today. 

The trouble with passwords is that they're very easy to lose 
control. People gives password to other humans. They write 
it down, and others read the ones passwords. Those phrases 
are also clean to guess. If once any of that happen, passwords 
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no longer works as an authentication token because person 
cannot make certain who is typing that password. 

If your password includes a number that changes every 
minute, or a unique reply to a random challenge [11], then 
it'll be tougher for a person to intercept. Anyone couldn't 
write down the component which is ever-changing. And a 
two-factor password is difficult to guess but, however some 
humans can constantly deliver their passwords and tokens 
to their secretary. Therefore there is no fool proof solution in 
case of two aspect password Authentication gadget. Those 
tokens have been round for at least decades, but its miles 
lately that they had were given mass-marketplace attention. 
However brilliant banks troubles tokens to their customers 
for numerous purposes, and also greater others are speakme 
approximately the device of tokens. It appears that 
corporations are in the end waking up to the truth that 
passwords do not provide ok security, subsequently hoping 
that Three-thing authentication will fix issues. However, this 
3 step password verification by using random key order 
which provides 3 preferences in which consumer can pick 
out any of them. Those 3 preferences are computer login, 
securing some packages and a secured folder. The 3 levels of 
password verification carries Alphanumeric Password, 
Graphical Colour Coded Box Password and Secure Virtual 
Numpad with Random Key Order. The first step of 
Alphanumeric Password entails text password with the 
consumer-id. The every other step arrives i.e. Graphical 
Colour Coded Box Password which involves graphical 
colored coded packing containers with four described colors. 
And the final step is Virtual numpad with random key order 
which dynamically generates a steady digital numeric 
keypad for password to prevent it towards the key loggers 
by using Random Number Generation. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Figure 1- Data flow diagram of three step verification 

The system provides login of computer with three different 
password verification levels at the time of initiation.  

These are desktop login, securing some applications and a 
secured folder. This password authentication system allows 
user choice [1]. 

The three steps are text password i.e. Alpha numeric 
password, Graphical colour coded box password and virtual 
numpad password respectively. 

First step consist of the string as a password, second step 
consist of four graphical colour code box password with  
hidden code and the last step consist of virtual numpad pin 
password with the random key order by using random 
number generation.] 

It provides three different recovery methods. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

There would be a less chances of security attack. System will 
provides simple user interface and a best possible comfort in 
verifying password, hence users can easily maintain the 
highest security to their system, applications or manage data 
in secured folder. 
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